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Students vie for power
13.
Maine
Campus
77, No. 38
FREAK WEEKEND 1971
•
•
•if-
Sarah Burbank. 
accompanied byher back-up band Steamboa,. beltsout one of the songs they pleasedthe crowd with during Freak
Weekend at Hilltop Saturday.
Steamboat was only one of the
many bands which kept the air filled
with music all day. Rub', son photo
Student government leaders
form state-wide coalition
by Stese Parker
A new state-% ide coalition of student
government leaders crossing the barrier
between students in the Super-U. the
pris ate colleges. and Maine's Vocational
Technical Institutes may become the most
effective voice of student interests before
the next legislative session.
The Student Association of Maine.
formed tentatively last Saturday at a
meeting at UMB. unanimously passed a
statement of purpose that included
''representation and articulation of
common interests and concerns of students
from all segments of the post-secondary
education community in Maine."
The meeting. which w as organized by
Oxford Hall Senator Peter Simon. was
attended by about 25 students from 13
post seL nd.rs institutions from around
the state.
the consensus of the group. which
included representation for about half of
the institutions invited, included three
major objectives besides representation of
student interests.
SAM hopes to organize a network of
communications among all post -secondary
institutions in the state, to improve
relations among the various factions within
the educational community, and to pursue
increased exchange of students and ideas
between the various institutions.
Simon. svho was elected temporar
coordinator for the group. said "There is a
need for all post-secondary institutions and
the students who represent them to
•COALITION• see page 4
Students discuss proposed
by Barb Manuel
Art students and faculty met last Friday
morning in their first attempt to resolve
difficulties named 11% students in their
recent proposal.
The proposal. which was submitted last
week to several deans, vice presidents. and
Art Department Chairman Vincent
Hartgen. asks for additional faculty and
changes in faculty attitudes, working
atmospheres, and courses.
-You have hit upon things we have
already asked for." said Hartgen. referring
to the proposal. "Most of what's there
already exists as a goal of the
depart ment ." Hartgen said additional
faculty and courses. A continuation of the
artist-in-resident program, and the
Bachelor of Fine Arts IBFA) degree
program are all high priority items for the
department.
The art students, however are primarily
concerned with present student-teacher
relationships. "Something's wrong with
the teachers' attitudes." said Cathy
Anderson. a senior minoring in art. "and
we're begging that they try to improve
them...
The students asked for course
syllabuses. models and critiques on set
dates, each of which met with opposition
from the faculty. "The system we have
now for obtaining models is so
unprofessional,•• said one student. "it's
completely hit or miss."
"We are not against getting models for
class.• • said David Decker. a sci.lpture and
graphics instructor. "If you want them,
you'll get them."
Although most of the discussion Friday
morning concerning the proposal remained
calm. in Dean Ken Allen's words, "some
irritation" did occur at one point. Students
received a flat "no" concerning the
request for syllabuses from Professor
Ronald Ghiz, who said it was impossible to
rigidly structure art classes. "Why can't
you do it like real teachers in real
colleges?" asked Cathy Anderson.
"For six weeks we did nothing in
sculpture except talk about yogurt and
antiques," noted Debbie Chappell. a
,senior art education major.
Hartgen. referring to syllabuses, asked
the students not to box themselves in.
"Don't ask us to deprive you of your
creativity by rigidly structuring classes."
Allen. who was invited by the students to
attend the meeting. suggested a class
schedule be used instead of a syllabus.
making scheduling less rigid.
The students also received a "no"
concerning a request to hold classes at the
professor's studios. "It would be the end of
my professional life, if I were to open my
studio to the public:* Hartgen claimed. It
was resolved that the students would view
the professor's work in class, but would not
hold classes in their studios.
The revamping of existing art courses
was also opposed by faculty, who said it
ould "foul up" the college requirements.
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Open hearings held on
internship requirement
Open hearings on a proposal that vvould
require teachers to undergo one year as an
intern teacher befote allowed to enter a
classroom as a certified teacher were held
last Thursday and Friday at the Augusta
Civic Center.
The proposal was drawn up by the
Professional Standards Advisory Commit-
tee ['SA('). and advisory committee
organired by Carroll McGary. commis-
sioner of education last year. Administra-
tors. teachers, and students from all over
the state attended the hearings.
Several representatives from UMO
attended the hearings and spoke against
the proposal. Kathy Roberts. a senior
education major. spoke Thursday. stating
instead of limiting the number of teachers
flow ing into Maine. PSAC should be
working to get more teachers into
classrooms.
"Nearly everyone w as against the
proposal. and emphasiied the need to look
into it much more. Every-one agreed on a
need tor more qualified teachers." she
said. There was much talk about good
teachers. but no one could define the term.
she added.
John Marvin. executive secretary ot the
Maine Teachers Association (WA). ad-
dressed a group of teachers and students at
Orono March 2. explaining the proposal.
He then emphasiicd the need for a %Anatol
on the number of teachers entering the job
market. He advocated advancing the
teaching profession to the prestigious level
of medicine and law, and said one of his
primary goals was to protect the interests
of present teachers whose jobs are
endangered due to an over-supply of
incoming teachers.
Marvin also said all applicants to the
intern program would be thoroughly
screened before allowed to enter the
program. He suggested post-secondary
schools should become more rigid in
accepting education majors by instituting a
quota system.
Peter Simon. a junior education major
who attended the hearings both days.
questioned the motives of PSAC and the
MTA in supporting the proposal
"PSAC is Irving to sell the idea that
they 're going to impro% e the quality of
teachers." said Simon. stating he believes
the basis of the proposal is political.
"Their primary motive seems to be to
cut down the market. They're into
professionalism, and not looking at
quality... Simon described the intern
program as a snobbish and protective.
mo% C.
Both Simon and Roberts termed the
PSAC and MTA desire to upgrade the
teaching profession as "phony profes-
sionalism."
"I don't see why teachers have to get
into money. just because eyeryone else
is." Simon added.
James Muro. dean of the college of
education, also delivered a short speech
during the Thursday. session. He said
members of the PSAC committee passively
listened as people spoke against the
proposal. His major complaint '.as there
was no feedback at the hearings: both days
consisted of short testimonies delivered by
primarily opponents in 15-20 minute
blocks.
"At this point. the PSAC committee will
take the information and either modify or
not modify their recommendations," Muro
explained.
Simon and Roberts described the
atmosphefc at the hearings as "deadly."
Roberts told those in attendance at the
hearings she fears "this type of program
wili eliminate potentially vital students to
the field who have limited resources." She
continued. "We strongly feel the five year
program is being used as a motive to
control the number of teachers coming into
the market." She described the PSAC
recommendations as a • 'kind of panacea: it
doesn't deal directly with problems."
(The woman speaking before the
hearings compared doctors to teachers and
said the latter should have three-five Years
of internship since they have a great
impact on children. Simon said with such a
lengthy intern, a college education should
be limited to one-two years of preparatory
school.
Dean Murk) expressed a fear that such an
intern program reducing the teacher
supply. might limit funds to the College of
Education. Funds are allocated on the
basis of student numbers, he explained.
•HEARING• see page 4
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A meeting was held Friday
morning in Carnegie to discuss
the proposals get forth in a
petition by the art students for a
more responsive Art Department.
program, which is being considered for
next year. The program would enable an
art student to acquire in two years what he
or she now gets in four.
The problem. according to Allen. is
money. It would cost S120.000 a year for
salaries alone to institute the new program.
hich. according to Hartgen. has been
tabled hut is still very much alive.
Some art students were far from
encouraged by the first meeting. Kathi
Willmott, an art education major.
characteri/ed her feelings towards Friday's
meeting as "frustration."
"I don't think it was taken all that
seriously." said Anne Winslow. also an art
I t . IOW
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The meetiag was attended by Arts
and Sciences Dean, Ken Allen, all
of the Art Department Faculty,
and a large number of Art
students. Ward photo
T IP
education major. "Nothing constructive
came from that meeting. but it can't stop
here. We're going to need continual,
student pressure to go anywhere."
Conversely. Hartgen thought it was a
productive meeting. "I was impressed with
the students' goals." Hartgen said. "and I
think we can work them out. I think we
sometimes overlook our faults." he
continued. "and it takes a young mind tO
shake us up."
Allen also thought it %% as "a %cry good
session." "Maybe I'm wrong. but I don't
see any of the goals as insurmountable
except those involving money." Allen
added.
•
--t
•
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What's on
TUESDAY, APRIL 30
YELLOW PAGES—meeting to
organize a Maine People's
Yellow Pages for educational
alternatives. Thurrell Room,
Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
ROWING CLUB—meeting. 102
Lord Hall. 830 p.m.
CONTROV ERSY —Edw ard M.
Holmes. Coe Lounge. Memorial
Union. ":30 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE—"Fiddler
on the Roof". Hauck Auditor-
ium. 8:15 p.m.
WEDNESDA1. MAY 1
MOVIE—"Joe Kid." 100 Nut-
ting Hall. - and 9:30 p.m.
SEMINAR—The risks of not
buying insurance.- by. Leon
Higgins. 141 Bennett Hall, 7
p.m.
FASHION SHOW—"Sailing on
a summer breeze." Hilltop
Dining Commons. 8 p.m.
BLOOD BANK—Oxford Hall.
11 a.m.-5 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE—"Fiddler
on the Roof', Hauck Auditor-
ium. 8:15 p.m.
THURSDAY ,MAY 2
PSY( HOLOGY SEMINAR—"
Problems in the Physiological
Analysis of Memory ..• 110 Little
Hall. 3:15 p.m.
DANCE MARATHON—begins
4 p.m.. ends Friday- at 10 p.m.
13R.ANDO—film festival. "The
Young bons.- 1(X) Nutting
Hall. -:15 p.m.
YOGA—class. 3:30 p.m. Me-
morial Union. Bangor Room.
SEMINAR—Electrical en-
gincering. 152 Barrows Hall. 4
p.m.
DINNER—Pre-theatre candle-
light. Ford Room. Memorial
Union.
MOVIE—Joe Kidd." 130
Little Hall. ' and 9:30 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE—"Fiddler
on the Roof." Hauck Auditor-
ium. 8:15 p.m.
COUNCIL OF COLLEGES—
Special Faculty meeting to
consider tuition crisis. 4 p.m.
140 Little Hall.
MISCELLANEOUS
MAY TERM—May 10 deadline
for registration.
FACULTY ART—exhibit now
through June IS. Gallery One.
Carnegie Hall.
WORK WEEK —Sophomore
Eagles. April 29-May 3. Call
Beth Lord or Judy Pfister. Car
wash at Orono Texaco 4 p.m.
Friday.
Fraternity Board
elects new officers
The Uniyersity of Maine Fraternity
Board recently elected new officers for the
19-4-19-5 academic year. The new
president is Kevin Fellows (Theta Chi).
political science major from Kittery: first
%ice-president: Jeffrey' Bowie tAlpha
Gamma Rho). forestri. major from
Durham: second vice-president: Kevin
Burns tPhi Eta Kappa). physical education
major from Auburn. Massachusetts:
secretary: Jerry Gallant (Kappa Sigma).
secondary. education major from Sanford:
and treasurer: Cliff Tomosa (Delta Tau
Delta). animal science major from
Do% er- Foxcroft
The Board series as a co-ordinating
body for all the fraternities on the Orono
campus and helps plan service and social
actiiities such as Rush and Greek
WCeken d.
Club holds international fair
the University of Maine International
Club will hold their annual fair
Wednesday. May 1 through Saturday. May.
4. According to club president Suzanne
Byrne. there will be decorations and items
for sale from countries all over the world.
Among the most notable are the African
wood carvings. European black and gold
jewelry and Latin American pottery. The
items range in price from SI to 185 and
were acquired from a Chicago import
company on consignment. Potpourri of
Bangor is also planning to sell some of its
wares at the fair.
The booths will be manned by foreign
and American students from the club. All
proceeds will go towards the international
dinner which will be held in May.
The fair will be in the North Lon Room
from 1-4 p.m. and 7-1.0 p.m. Wednesday
through Saturday.
Hilltop Complex schedules crafts fair
54 students and professional craftsmen
will participate in the second annual
Springtime Craft Fair held May 4 and
sponsored by the University of Maine at
Orono's Hilltop Craft Center.
The fair will be held at the Hilltop
Complex mall if the weather is good and
inside the complex cafeteria building if it is
inclement from 9 A.111. to 5 p.m.
Most of the craftsmen entering the fair
are from Maine although there will be
exhibitors from Massachusetts and from
New Brunswick. Canada.
Kathy Frizzell. supervisor of dorm
complex workshops at UMO. is in charge of
the fair.
CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS
OVERSEAS JOBS - Aus-
tralia. Europe, S. Americ-
a, Africa. Students of all
professions and occupa-
tions $700 to S3000
monthly. Expenses paid,
overtime, sightseeing.
Free information.
TRANSWORLD
RESEARCH CO. DEPT J3
P.O. Box 603. Corte
Madera. CA. 94925
Tenor Saxophone For
Sale. Excellent Condition.
Asking $175. Call Molly
McEachern 581-7189
Apt. for sublet this
summer. North Maine
Orono. Spacious. Nice.
Call 827-7414
Congratulations and
Happy Birthday, J.C.
Apt. to sublet June-Aug.
room for 4 Orono 866-4247
AFRICA EUROPE
ISRAEL
Travel discounts year
round Intl Student Travel
Center 739 Boylston St.
Suite 113 Boston. Tel
[6171 267-1122.
LEAD GUITARIST- Seeks
paying gig for the summer
in Bangor area with
established band. Have 6
years experience, own
equipment. & transpo.
Mostly into blues-rock.
Call 827-75%
Desperately Needed
Divorced or separated
men aged 25-35 for
Masters thesis study. Fill
out two questionaires. All
info. confidential. Please
call 581-7874.
FOR SALE 1969 Beetle.
Excellent Condition. No
rust. One owner. New
muffler system. $900.00
firm. Call 827-7562.
Interested in no-frills low
cost jet travel to Europe.
the Middle East, the Far
East. Africa?
EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS can help you
find the least expensive
way to get there. Phone us
toll-free at 80,-.11 223-5569
HIT THE CAMPUS WITH A
CAMPUS CLASSIFIED
NAILS ATTENTION TO
YOUR MESSAGE.
Send by mail or come in person to:
THE MAINE CAMPUS
106 LORD HALL
ORONO, MAINE 04473
Just 5t a word,
ten word minimum
Payment must be made
in advance of deadlines:
Midweek Edition:
Sat Noon
Weekend Edition:
Weds Noon
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'Search or leave' policy
deemed legal by MCLU
by Kate Arno
With some reservations the Portland
office of the Maine Civil Liberties Union
(MCLU) has deemed the stop and frisk
policies used since last fall by Bangor City
Police at Bangor Auditorium concerts as
"reasonable and meeting legal require-
ments."
Terrence Farrell, MCLU staff attorney in
charge of the month-long investigation into
the use of such policies, called the decision
a "preliminary conclusion", explaining
that several staff members remain
concerned with possible coercion involved
when the customer is given the option of
consenting to a search or turning in his
ticket for a cash refund.
Bangor chief of police Francis Woodhead
has described his department's procedures
as "a standard search and frisk policy that
does not violate anyone's rights,"
explaining concertgoers who refuse to give
their consent to a search, are asked to turn
in their ticket for a cash refund. Materials
confiscated by police, mostly plastic
containers and bottles, are returned unless
taken from minors or are contraband.
Farrell began the investigation in March
after his office received several telephone
complaints claiming the Bangor Police
Department was "indiscriminately con-
ducting warrantless searches and
seizures" of concertgoers as they entered
the auditorium.
Farrell said the searches are conducted
in an effort to curtail bottle throwing at the
concerts. "The police do not have enough
manpower to wade into the crowd after
every bottle thrown." he explained. "The
best way to prevent bottle throwing is to
keep bottles out; the best way ro keep
bottles out is to take them away."
"Since the warrants are not based on
probable cause, they must rest on the idea
of consent." Farrell explained. Exceptions
to the fourth amendment protection
against "unreasonable searches and
seizures" requiring warrants and probable
cause are legal when poltCe obtain consent
of those to be searched. Farrell explained.
Farrell called the ticketholder's option of
consenting to the search or leaving with a
cash refund for their ticket "the most
offensive part of the policy," saying that
other staff members are still unconvinced
of the legality of such an option.
Farrell added it was "up to a
policeman's "on-the-spot discretion"
whether contraband items would be used
as evidence in court since the searches are
legal.
"We are resting on an assurance that
the police will adhere to the policies
announced." Farrell said adding "We
have a chapter in Bangor and will be
having some one from that office observing
at the upcoming concerts."
After speaking with Portland's MCLU
office and observing police conduct at two
concerts early this year. County Attorney
David Cox told the Campus "As far as the
concert searches go. the Civil Liberties
Union and I are in agreement." He
observed searches being conducted at
concerts this year.
Farrell said he thought "In the past the
officers may have been going beyond their
authority. .perhaps earlier the police did
not know what their authority was. But the
chief has assured me he will get the word
out to his officers concerning the
department's guidelines."
Tenants' class action suit
dismissed in Bangor court
A suit that would have prohibited Old
Town landlord Chester Davis from
indiscriminately raising rent charges was
dismissed Friday in Third District Court in
Bangor.
Justice Elmer H. Violette ruled that
there were not enough people involved in
the action to warrant the class effort. Alex
Humphrey. spokesman for Pine Tree Legal
Assistance (PTLA) said that the judge
noted that those people who felt that the
rent increase was unjust could file their
complaints with the court separately.
Humphrey explained that a preliminary
injunction was gained on behalf of one of
Davis' tenants but that the judge would not
extend this legal protection to all. The
injunction prohibits Davis from enforcing a
rent increase at this time and stipulates
that he must provide heat to the tenant.
When asked what avenues were left
open to other tenants. Humphrey said. "If
they want legal protection they've got to
intervene in this suit or bring separate
action themselves." He went on to explain
that those affected by the rent increase
could file a motion of mandatory or
permissive intervention with the court.
The mandatory intervention motion is
one that the judge must allow if he allows
interventions at all. It is a statement that
the person wishing to intervene would be
affected by the decision. The Pine Tree
spokesmen said that these motions are
usually entered when a client feels that he
would be hurt by an adverse decision from
the court.
Humphrey summed up the situation by
saying that this effectively halts Pine
Tree's effort to force Davis to stop raising
his tenants' rents. The court did not rule on
the legality of the increase as it applied to
all tenants.
Hearing speakers rally
against teacher proposal
• continued from page 2
and if the education college dropped from
1.000 to 200 students. incoming funds
would be reduced.
"We'd have to put the faculty into
another college. Eventually we'd have a
reduced number of students in the
program. It's a very real worry over here.
"We also have graduate programs; if
they do this. it would jeopardize programs
in graduate education."
Referring to the commissioner's
probable action on the PSAC proposal,
Mum said "I can't see how he can ignore
the (PSAC's) recommendations." Roberts.
however, thinks the proposal won't be
passed by McGary intact, due to the lack of
positive response at the hearings. The final
proposal is scheduled to be submitted to
McGary by July 1.
Both Simon and Mum criticized a news
story which appeared in the weekend
edition of the Bangor Daily News
concerning the hearings. That story
commented only on the testimony
delivered Friday by Charles Sanders,
president of the NITA, supporting the
proposal. Sanders said the internships
Mould improve teaching while avoiding the
current boom in teacher supply. He added
such a trial period would limit the degree of
on-the-job training which now takes place
in the teaching profession. echoing
Marvin. who said in his visit to Orono last
month "Theyistudentsiwant the public to
subsidize on-the-job training."
"The story didn't mention all who went
to oppose the idea," commented Muro.
"Does Sanders speak for all the teachers in
the field? I'm sure he didn't poll(MTA)
membership on this." he added.
Muro defended the right of students to
enter any field, criticizing the PSAC
attempt to limit the number of students
allowed to pursue a teaching career.
"I can't accept the premise that my child
or yours can't go into this field if he wants
to—this is 1984."
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Phi Eta Kappa
sponsored a Leapfrog for
Dystrophy last weekend.
B..1 Johnson was one of
the brothers who made
his way around the track
in a hop-along fashion.
Ward Photo
lib
Coalition crosses public,
„private, vocational flamer
• continued from page 2
understand what's going on at institutions
that are different from them."
A number of possible capacities in which
lhe group could serve were brought up at
the meeting. Simon spoke of the need for
student representation on various state
government commissions that concern
themselves with education. He named the
1202 Commission, which is a post-second-
ary planning commission set up by federal
legislation. as one example.
"We have convinced the governor to
have one student and one faculty member
on the Commission." said Simon, but he
added that until now there has been no
general association of all students in the
state to draw upon for Commission
members. SAM could fill this need, he
said.
Another issue dealt with at the meeting
was money. Some students speculated that
in the future public and private institutions
may be at each other's throats for their
share of state financial aid.
UMO Student Government President
Jeanne Bailey said that there has been
pressure from both state and federal
governments, to divert funds, normally
given to public schools, to private schools.
The group decided that students from
both public and private should get together
to work for fair shares of funding. and that
SAM would serve as the vehicle.
"If we all get together. and present our
case, we can have both, and get the public
and private schools their share." said Tim
Keating. former president of UNIO Student
Government.
Simon concluded that this was a
"question we have to wrestle with. but we
can't deal with it here and now."
During the discussion. several areas of
interest common to all students v% ere
mentioned. Among these were the
hitchhiking laws. the issue of pubs on
campus. the environment, faculty evalua-
tions. day care, and the possibility of
students serving on boards of trustees.
Although representation at the meeting
was dominated by students from the
Super-U. Nancy Wallace. president of the
Student Government at Westbrook Junior
College, said she was very much in favor of
SAM. She was especially favorable to the
idea of increasing exchange programs for
credit between the state's public and
private schools.
"If a student lives in Maine, and wants
to take medical technology. the state
provides money if ,she wants to go to
Orono. but if she wants to go to Westbrook,
the state wants Westbrook to pay more of
the share. So students with financial
problems have to go to public schools,••
she said.
There was some difference of opinion
among the students as to how "political"
SAM would be. Some wanted SAM to
eventually have full-time lobbyists in
Augusta. citing the power of the
approximately 50.000 students the group
represents. The New York University
system, which has 380.000 students, does
maintain full-time lobbyists in Albany.
Other students didn't feel that this was
necessary, at least in the immediate future.
saying the issues SAM would deal with
would not be political per se. and would be
only those that directly involve students.
One such possibility would be the
endorsement of a gubernatorial candidate
in the fall, not on a partisan basis. but
rather on the basis one particular iididate
has a stand most supportive of student
interest.
Simon emphasized that the other schools
that didn't have representation at the
meeting would he ,.ontacted. and sent
copies of the statement of purpose. in an
effort to find out s hat kind of support and
participation SAM could expect. Based on
his previous conversations with various
student leaders throughout the state.
Simon predicted that there would be a high
degree of support for the organitation.
Those who did attend agreLd that
without the participation of all of the
post
-secondary institutions in Maine. the
group could not do i's job effectisely.
"I don't think that there's any doubt that
if this organization doesn't serve all its
members, it will fall apart." said Keating.
SAM will hold meetings at least on a
semi-annual basis, in addition to forming
some other system of communication.
possibly a newsletter. The next meeting is
planned for the first weekend in October at
UMB, assuming the group recsives the
necessary support from the institutions
that did not attend the meeting Saturday.
J
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Quality vs. money
We want good teachers. Quality teachers!
What is a good teacher?
Well, umm, we aren't sure of that yet. but
we're working on it.
We need a tough screening process, so only
the best candidates are allowed to participate in
the intern program. Only those who go through
this internship will be certified teachers.
What is this screening process? Who will
comprise the screening team?
Well, we're working on it. We'll figure it out.
And so goes the argument for the intern
program suggested by the Professional
Standards Advisory Committee IPSACI, an
advisory group set up by Commissioner of
Education Carrol McGary. This group claims
such an internship, which would extend to five
years the amount of time an education student
would spend learning the teaching trade, would
permit only the best teachers to enter Maine's
classrooms—the cream of the crop. And of
course it would raise pay scales, because the
market would no longer be flooded and
established teachers would be able to demand
more money.
No one can argue with the members of PSAC
about the need for quality teachers and better
education. Their determination to limit the
number of incoming teachers and their
vagueness about how to arrive at the perfect
teacher smacks of elitism and politics, however.
PSAC seems to be running backwards in their
attempt to upgrade Maine's schools. The
argument that children don't get enough
individual attention and assistance is one PSAC
seems to have conveniently overlooked. If they
were truly interested in the education Maine
youngsters are receiving, shouldn't their reform
move aim towards putting more teachers in each
classroom? Small classes are more enjoyable and
much more educationally rewarding: the teacher
would undoubtedly be able to devote less time to
discipline problems if the number of students per
class is diminished. Teachers could get to know
students better and afford more time to
individual problems. Perhaps there would be
less high school students unable to read their
textbooks—students who have been pushed up
the ladder because next year's class was
expected to be large and there just wasn't room
for one more student, much less a slow student.
An internship program. which would force
education colleges to limit the number of
students allowed to enter teacher programs
Cd4scistis Editorinis
would also limit competition for jobs and secure
the positions of those teachers who have long
since lost their creativity and enthusiasm. John
Marvin. executive secretary of the Maine
Teachers Association. and Charles Sanders.
president of the NITA. admit their desire to shut
the door on prospective teachers and safeguard
the positions of existing teachers. The NITA is a
powerful group designed to protect the vested
interests and positions of those who are now
sitting at the front desk. There are six MTA
representatives on PSAC and they've obviously
been speaking loud and clear.
The NITA is striving for the professionalism
and the money doctors and lawyers wallow in.
Teachers are underpaid. and there is a real need
to increase salaries, but the NITA is leaping at
the dollar signs and the golden halo. They know
Maine isn't going to dish out substantial
increases in salaries if there are increasing
numbers of people to pay. so the only alternative
is to get rid of the young teachers eager to find
jobs and willing to work for less.
Such a proposal is designed to limit the
educational opportunities of Maine's college
bound students. Rising tuitions are already
pricing some students out of the college market.
A quota system limiting entrants into Maine's
teacher education programs would close the door
to many who would otherwise be allowed to
pursue a teaching career. If a student knows
upon entering a program, that the job market is
tight he should be allowed to make up his own
mind to whether or not he should enroll in such a
program.
Maine's parents and legislators are
continuously claiming the Super-U, and
particularly UMO. is not sufficiently tailored to
meet the needs of their children. If the PSAC
proposal goes through and UMO, along with
other post-secondary schools, are forced to turn
away students, these people will have a
legitimate gripe. But they won't be able to point
their fingers at the university this time.
Fighting for student monies
Student government has finally awakened to
the fact that UM() students stand a damn good
chance of getting severely ripped off if and when
next year's $100 tuition hike is approved by the
Board of Trustees. They may be worried about
catching the blame if the apathetic students they
represent arrive next September to discover
S500.000 of their tuition bucks have been
siphoned off into arpool established to drown
deficits on the other campuses of the Super-U.
It's about time, too, and now that so much
time has been wasted, we agree iLs time to get to
work. It is not too late to let UMO community
influence be felt at the highest levels of the
Super-U heirarchy.
Student government is gearing up for a
massive letter writing campaign. one we hope
will inundate McNeil and his cronies on the
Administrative Council before they meet again to
do battle with President Neville next week. But
this campaign will only work if students take the
time to understand the facts and then let McNeil
know where we stand.
Everyone that has a stake in the future of the'
University of Maine must make a stand. If you
can't fathom the long-run implications of the
issue. then here are the facts right now as they
apply to your wallet:
1.The Super-U faces a deficit in its Education
and General Budget of $1.6 million next year.
and U MO's share, as computed by Neville, is
slightly more than $200.000:
2.The proposed $100 tuition hike, $50 per
semester, will generate $716,000 on the UMO
campus. and McNeil wants all of it to go into the
system pool. to help defray the deficit shares of
the other campuses. At this point Neville will .
concede only 20 per cent of that figure. arguing
UMO should pay its own bills and then put the
rest of its dollars to good use here;
3.If Neville loses, of that extra $100 you
wrench out of your savings next fall, about $68 of
it will never come near UMO except to balance
your ledger in the business office.
Those are the facts. It comes down to a fight of
many facets: between McNeil and Neville.
between Neville and the system, and between
McNeil and the wallets of UMO students.
According to McNeil's plan, that $68 from
your pocket would be reallocated to urgent
system needs by McNeil and a majority
recommendations of the Administrative Council.
And take it from whatever reliable source you
will, the enrichment of the Orono campus is just
not an 'urgent system need' in the eyes of those
men (except, of course, for Neville).
That's about $2 a week per student that would
be spent on other campuses. $2 a week that
belongs at UMO, whether or not you question
the equity of the hike or its proposed uses on this
campus.
Its time for UMO students to put our mouths
where our money is and let McNeil and the
Administrative Council know they won't be
allowed to divert our dollars from our pockets to
their pool. The student government letter writing
campaign can only be successful with
widespread student voices raised as one on this
issue.
Ten cents now is a pretty good investment
when your talking about saving half a million
bucks, or $68, or even $2.
To the
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Fund drive needs Campus coverage
To the editor:
I want to express some
thoughts regarding the ••pol--
cy" of the Campus and the
editorial by Steve Parker
concerning "the truth is news"
issue and their relation to the
Second Century Fund.
Mr. Parker says that when the
Campus ignores meaningful
news it does "disservice to all
the people associated with this
University.- I and over 700
other people. students, faculty
members, classified employes
and administrators, have been
working hard to bring the
Second Century Fund to the
attention of all those on this
campus. No other event in
recent University history has
had the scope of this campaign
which seeks to involve everyone
on Campus. The results of this
effort will be felt for many years
to come, not only in the
Performing Arts Center and
Multi-Purpose Arena, hut in the
added benefits to be gained
because we all worked together
to achieve a common purpose.
Despite the comprehensive
nature of this effort. the Maine
Campus says it has a "policy"
against publishing results of
this kind of activity. When it
comes to some events of limited
interest. I can perhaps see the
need for such a "policy", but
when over 2.000 people have
already responded and many
more will do so. then I think the
Campus has a responsibility to
tell everyone where their efforts
have led. I think everyone on the
campus would like to know that
we have raised over S405.000
already and still have a lot of
cards to report. I think every
student would like to know how
his or her complex is doing
(Hilltop - S4.862; Stewart -
SI2.885; Stodder - $4003; Wells
- S2.234; York - S13.866. and the
Fraternities - S2.041)
We are trying to conclude our
activities on the campus so the
campaign can move into other
areas. Some help by the
Campus would go a long way in
telling everyone how we are
doing. The "non-mention- of
any of the recent activities of the
Campaign, seems to be an
abbrogation of Parker's state-
ment that "The Campus, like
any news medium, must seek
the truth—whatever the out-
come. That is our responsibil-
ity...because you must have the
truth if you are going to have
any impact on the decisions that
affect you.•• This campaign does
exist and is already well on the
road to success. What the final
outcome will be depends on how
well the Campus keeps the
people informed.
Michael D. Baker, Chairman
On-Campus Student Division
Reaching the 'ignorant' is gay challenge
To the editor:
Now that the long-awaited
Maine Gay Symposium has
passed. I have a few reflections
on its implications, the future
of the Wilde-Stein Club on this
campus. and the reactions of the
university community.
The symposium was a giant
step towards Gay Liberation in
Maine. It represented the first
time that a spirit of solidarity
and strength existed among
Maine Gays. We have arrived!
No longer will Gays endure the
discrimination and harrassment
of so:jets. Over two hundred
and lift peoplt.. both homosex-
ual. and htlerosexual. gathered
together to learn more about
themsely es and others. I
applaud all of those heterosex-
uals who attended. Obviously.
thcy. are concerned about
Campus blows
its own horn
To the editor:
Your editorial "Time out to
take a Bow" in the 4-23-74
edition of Campus made me
want to throw up. Your paper is
usually good. but I think it's
disgusting how you sing your
own praises, and by your own
admission, pat yourself on your
back.
This editorial wasn't the first
of self-acciaimation. throughout
the semester there has been a
whole series telling the reader
how hard you work, how you
have been 'pushed around by
everyone, how your doing a
perfect job on low funds and
little student support.
Perhaps I would be prouder
and more sympathetic of my
school's newspaper if it wasn't
constantly telling me to be
prouder and more sympathetic.
It might work, but I would be
surprised if the Campus quit
blowing it's own horn.
Mike Guptill
We hope you feel better. Ed.
educating themselves in a field
where they are perhaps
ignorant. I only wish that those
who distributed the hate poem
around campus during the
Symposium were as open to
educating themselves.
The Symposium has given the
Wilde-Stein Club many new
ideas. We are tentatively
planning the formation of a
state-wide speakers bureau as a
vehicle for the enlightenment of
the Maine population. We hope
to work for legislation which
would prohibit job discrimina-
tion because of sexual orienta-
tion. We would like to see the
repeal of archaic sex laws which
are offensiYe to both homosex-
uals and heterosexuals. The
creation of an umbrella organi-
zation for the entire state is a
distinct possibility for next scar.
FLY WITH THE
On this campus we hope to hold
rap sessions with students.
faculty and staff. We want to
acquaint everyone with the
phenomenon of homosexuality.
Ignorance is our greatest
enemy.
I would like to thank all of
those people in the university
community who have supported
us in the past few months. The
Board of Trustees, those who
signed the faculty , staff petition.
the Campus staff and many
students hay e upheld our rights
as equal citizens. I beheye that
those who have reacted
ad % ersel I. ha % e done so ut of.
ignorance. It is hese people
that we must rcak'h
indeed, is our izreat est chal-
k:lige.
Steen G. Bull
Chairperson, W-S Chili
MAINE AIR C3UARD
The Maine Air Guard is looking for young college
men who might be interested in flying as navigators
In our F-101 Supersonic Jet Aircraft. If you qualify.
you will be commissioned a 2Lt. after completion of
the 6 week officer preparatory academy. You will
then be scheduled to attend Undergraduate
navigator training school and earn full pay and
allowances while training_ Upon completion of
training, you will return to civilian life, and fly with
the Maine Air Guard on a part-time basis. You will
earn approximately $3000.00 for your part-time
participation.
One or two of our Navigator representatives, who
are also students at U of M . will be available for
interviews at East Annex, Room 215, from 9 A. M.
on Tuesday 7 May 74. If you cannot be available for
this interview, or want more details, please feel free
to visit us at Bangor International Airport. or call
947-0571, extention 262, or 266
An equal opportunity employer
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Thanks for
lo the editor
By now most students
probably know that Freak
Weekend was an immense
success. The bands seemingly
got progressively better as the
afternoon and the crowd
warmed up. and the fans, in
general. were very orderly and
very appreciative of the local
talent. Of course, there were
those few obnoxious individuals
who had apparently over-
indulged in free brew, but they
were a distinct minority. The
point of this letter, however, is
not to laud the bands or the
fans. Instead. I would like to
compliment a few individuals
who did their admirable thing
the clean-up
the morning after the concert.
Beer flowed freely last Saturday
and, unfortunately, so did the
beer containers. Cups. bottles.
and cans were everywhere.
There was one attempt at litter
collection during Saturday eve
fling, but by the next morning, it
was obvious that much had been
missed. Several residents from
Hilltop spent most of Sunday
morning on a cleaning mission
which left the area as
immaculate as it has ever been.
To those few conscientious
individuals:
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!
Rick Greene
Was accuracy a criterion?
To the editor:
Congratulations on being
named the best college paper in
the Northeast. I'm sure you
deserve it.
One question bothers me,
however. Exactly what criteria
was the judgement made on.
Issues covered? Grammar?
Lay-out? A combination of all
these? None of the above?
The award was undoubtly
based on the appearance of. and
writing ability exhibited in. The
Campus. Content, in terms of
accuracy of reporting, could not
have been judged. But yet, one
of the main criticisms made all
year about The Campus was
inaccurate reporting. In a
paper such as the Campus.
accuracy is perhaps the most
important factor in the quality. of
the newspaper.
I therefore contend, for the
simple reason that the students
are more familiar with the
doings about campus than
judges appointed by Sigma
Delta Chi. that those "shoot-
from-the-hip hotshots" are
eminently more qualified to
judge the Campus on a charge
of "dereliction of journalistic
duty '• than the professionals
The students are just better able
to judge the accuracy of the
reporting.
So don't go patting your
collective selves on the back for
a distinction you have yet to
prove you've earned. And don't
rest on the laurels that you have
indeed earned.
Michael Madsen
'Misconception'
To the editor:
I don't know whether the
source or the reporter is to
blame. but I would like to point
out the error in the article on the
Cu'lApril 23 issue). It is untrue
that "previously, only women
who have given birth could
obtain an IUD." I know many.
nulliparous women, myself
included, who successfully use
an WD. Before development of
the Cu' there was at least one
device. the Dalkon Shield.'
which could he used by women
who had not been pregnant.
name wit hheld upon request
MAINE MASQUE
THEATRE
nilersitl of Maine at
presents
the hit musical
FIDDLER
ON THE ROOF
April 30—May 4
Cortall-8:15
Matisse—Sat., May 4-2:15
ON SALE
Hauck Auditorium Box Office
General Admission $2.00 Students Si 50
Tel. 581-7557—Box Office Open 11 to 2
il
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Maine Masque closes 13-14 season with musical 'Fiddler 01
. long running h .x-office success, which
ia nrobably been seen in more countries than
6ther show since Shakespeare, Fiddler on
the Roof, opens tonight in Hauck Auditorium as
the clo,:ng offering of the Maine Masque's
l97:; 74 season.
It's a musical that's easy to take, with a
message that director E.A. Cyrus believes is "a
reaffirmation of social values, like family unity
and love."
Tradition is what the play revolves around, as
the three older daughters of Tevye reject their
planned marriages by the matchmaker and
follow their own wishes. Set during the rise of
czarist Russia. the Jews of Anatevka endure a
time of change that breaks up the insularity of
the (-immunity. And, said Cyrus. "There is the
idea that in the midst of happiness, there is also
s..rrow. such as the breaking of the glass during
a wedding ceremony that symbolizes the
dest -.1,•tion of the temple.-
Th im;sic. col, posed by Jerry Bock with lyrics
by S'.--1(!.- Ilarnick, celebrates life and is ofte,,
' "Sunrise, Sunset. Sunr
sunset. Nwiftly flow the days. Seedlings turn
,._Tnight to s.;nflowers. Blossoming even we
(- Sunrise. .):nset. Sunrise, Sunset. Swiftly
the years. One season following another,
...den with happiness and tears.-
e are the dances, notably the traditional
Fo dan between the men, or between the
..'en. When the two intermix, another
is broken.
Al Schmitz, a sophomore who recently
declared his major in theatre, makes his Masque
debut in the central role of Tevye, the father of
the three rebellious daughters. Tevye serves also
as narrator, and has what is undoubtedly the
show's most famous song. "If I Were a Rich
Man.- Lenore Grunko is his wife Golde. and his
three daughters are played by Paula Keefe as
Tzeitel. Kathy Keller as Hodel, and Bunnie
Cowie as Chava. Boberta Speel is Yente, the
matchmaker, and Michelle White is the Fiddler.
Fritz Robertson is Motel, the tailor, with Tom
Sinclair as Perchik. and Wayne Merritt as
Fyedka. As Tevye's two younger daughters,
Martha Lucas appears as Sphrintze and Karen
Tucker as Beilke. Foner Curtis plays Lazar Wolf.
Mike NIcCardell as Avarim, the bookseller,
David Emery as the Rabbi, Joe Duclos as
Nachum. a beggar. Mike Bourgoin as Mordcha,
Harriet Merril as Grandma and Drucie McDaniel
is Fruma-Sarah .
„ sets and ;ighting have been designed by
rug., ,d the orchestra is conducted by Ludlow
11;ii • costume design is by Randall
Hurl, )g. Choreography is by Vivien
• • ')en. The entire cast and chorus numbers
rLearly 40, a- f which has been stage managed
by Patricia Clark.
Songs include "Tradition,- "Matchmaker,"
"To Life." "Miracle of Miracles,- "Do You
Love Me?.- and • •Anatevka.- The show runs
five performances through Saturday night, and
judging from the lines that were forming last
week outside the box office, the show is almost
sold-out, even before opening night.
Story by Bill Gordon
Photography by Dave Rowson
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Idler on the Roof,' with long lines at the box office
on
,immit..amorossivart/004Mmt/ameNIM.......
Oh. dear Lord.
You made many many poor people.
I realize, of course.
It's no shame to be poor,
but it's not great honor either.
So what would have been so terrible
if I had a small fortune?
If I were Rich man
I wouldn't have to work hard.
If I were a very very rich man,
I'd build a big tall house with rooms by the dozen
right in the middle of the town.
There would be one long staircase just going up
and one even longer coming down.
And one leading nowhere
just for show.
—
II
Our resPar(r.
' -
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Memorial Union Governing Board vies for budget power
Efforts by the Memorial Union
Governing Board I MUGB) to obtain more
power in Union budgetary and staff
selection matters were formali/ed at last
Wednesday 's meeting. Students on the
board presented a revised constitution to
the board. which reads "The MUGB shall
have the power to approve or reject all
budget requests for the Union."
rhe hoard is composed of 15 members.
eight of which are undergraduates.
According to Carl Pease. a member of the
Student Government ad hoc committee set
up to investigate claims that the MUGB is
being left out of decision making
processes. a problem has arisen due to a
conflict between students and faculty and
administrators on the board.
Pease said the majority of students on
the board are in favor of getting more input
into many decisions which concern Union
matters. He added this feeling seemed to
conflict with the opinion held by
non-student members on the board.
David Rand. associate dean of student
activities and organizations and director of
the Memorial Union. maintains the boards
functions should he to establish policies
and guidelines for the running of the
Union. and should serve in an advisory
capacity.
Rand. who commented that the hoard s
constitution and bylaws are presently
undergoing change. believes any revision
which takes place should reflect the
responsibilities and obligations of the
MUGB only.
The present constitution. revised in
1%9. places the board in an advisory
position with no power in decisions.
b, Jan Mesaker
Concerning the Union's budget. the
director believes the hoard already has
input in this area, adding matters of money
lend no opportunity for creativity. He
implied budgetary affairs are strictly set up
and there is little the board can do about it.
"There is no reason why the governing
board should reject a budget; they should
endorse it." he stated.
The old MUGB constitution states: "The
governing board shall be consulted in the
preparation of the annual budget request.
excluding salaries and the operational
budgets of the food services. the game
rooms. and the newscounter: and shall
establish priorities."
Administrative and faculty members of
the board. including Rand. changed the
wording of the revised constitution. which
demanded the MUGB ha% e approval power
over all budget requests to read: "The
MUGB shall advise on approval or
rejection .of all budget requests for the
union." and added. "excluding the
bookstore and residential life food
service.''
The second area of conflict between
members concerned extending the board's
power over staff appointments. Rand said
the board's present eapaLity as an advisor
only is appropriate. He doesn't think the
hoard "has the right to pass judgement on
hiring.•• Instead. Rand said, such decisions
should be left up to the vice president of
student affairs and the president of the
university.
Rand maintained the hoard does have
termpapers termpapers
(Jul *. Originality Security
SEND NOW FOR LATEST CATALOG ENCLOSE $2.00
TO COVER RETURN POSTAGE
Hours Mon Fri 12 noon 8 p m , Sat 12 noon 5 pm.
ESSAY SERVICES
• "J5
1CtOnIC Ontario, Canada
Telepnonci (4161 366 6549
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Mr. BIG
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ACROSS FROM PARK ST. ENTRANCE
La)
-g
input into staff selection since the
chairman of the board has the opportunity
to meet with prospective candidates. "That
should satisfy the need for candidates to
meet with students." he contended.
Mc revised section on empk)yment in
the constitution reads: "The MUGB shall
have the power to act as an advisory board
for all staff appointments and no staff
appointments shall be made without the
approval of the MUGB."
This section was altered at the meeting
to read: "The MUGB shall act as an
advisory committee for all professional
appointments...
A move to change the advisory position
of the board started last February when
Steve Gervais. chairman of the governing
board. went before the General Student
Government with the complaint that
although the board is allowed some power
under the old constitution, it was not
allowed to exercise it.
Gervais said his board is allowed to make
policies but these policies are not binding.
The senior German major said of all the
proposals which he has presented. only one
passed. dealing with the allocation of space
to organizations.
Following this senate airing, senators
introduced a motion to set up a committee
to investigate the greater utilization of the
Memorial Union building and the role of
the student in a governing capacity.
Pease said he has tried to get matters of
the Union's budget and staff appointments
before the board, which he contends is
controlled mainly by Rand. He refuted this
role of the director. saying "The director
should he a town manager. who as in town
government, provides professional help.
NOTICE
Final date for registration
for May term is
Friday. May 10
11 01-40101-0101-
MAINE'S LARGEST
Mao' Street 827-2031 Old Tows
1"88mfamr
0:8101-
lothe Union) should be run by those who
use the Union; the students, faculty
administration and their families
Due to the lack of control by Union users,
Pease quipped "If we're ever going to get
a union run by. the governing board, then
Si e II probably have to build a new
building."
Student apathy has hindered the
committee's efforts, said Pease. Of the
eight students on the board, only four came
to last Wednesday's meeting—not enough
to form a quorum. Because of this, the
proposed revisions could not be voted on
during that meeting. Members of the
board said the voting will probably take
place at next month's meeting. Pease
admitted. "We should have publicized the
fact that we were trying to give the
governing board more power."
Another student member of the Board.
Rachel 'arpen, expressed dismaY over
student... lack of participation. "Students
demand power yet there is a lack of
students showing up." she complained.
Karpen also contends the governing
board should he given more power. "I
don't know why they. even have a
governing board if all it will he is an
ads ising board. She expressed further
dismay that any revision giving the board
more power was thrown out at the meeting.
She said her fellow students' efforts to
amalgamate the Hauck Auditorium under
the constitution as successful much to
director Rand's dismati. Previousk the
director had complete control over Hauck
Programming.
karpen said another measure discussed
at the meeting included charging for Union
office space used by sarious organirations.
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11 Candidate Erwin supports
Neville on tuition hassle
the power of four of its members.
Delta Upsilon finished second in
the race. Rowtiort
Brand° festival's end brings
tveekend film shortage
if.y Bill Gordon
With Brando testi% al ending its
Nutting run tonight, and MUAB
presenting only one film this weekend, we
can only go elsew here for film
entertainment this weekend—or if you're
smart, lust tali.: a complete acation from
:troy ie., something I occasionally do to
make my self appreciate them more.
The Young Lrony(thursday in. 100
Nutting. at 7:15 only) is an excellent
film examining the us es of three people. a
Na/i German. a Jew. and an American
during World War II. The film may be
dated now . and criticism is still waged
against Marlon Brando's sy mpat het ic
portrait of the blonde-haired. disillusioned
Nari. but it remains one of the great films
about war.
Directed by Edward Dmy try k. 1955.
With Montgomery ('hit. Dean Martin the
once could act. barely 1. Maximilian Schell.
Hope Lange. and Mas Britt. 167 minutes.
( inemascope.
Kidd tWednesday in 100 Nutting.
I hursday in 130 Little: 0:30. free).
I his is one of the worst things Clint
astwood has eyer d n ht.h gi‘ es you
1.1111NWINWIM mai
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STEREOPHONIC HIGH
FIDELITY &
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L
ONLY THROUGH
AUTHORIZED DEALERS
"Where To Buy It"
Rice & Tyler Co
Wesigate Plaza Bangor
Tel. 945-3351
['ALWAYS T-
AN' AIL ABLE4IN/
Our Skill
vvd K no w ledge
MILLER DitliG
0.11‘14 ALL DAY S.LMIDA Y
Sid
210 STATE ST.
BANGOR, vd,
rot 96101minive3.1ries
an accurate idea of how had this western
rates. The western genre has almost
bang-banged itself to death any way. but
s Ii ruin w hat fascination still remains
ith such a bland, faceless, untalented
pseudo
-stud • 'actor" like Eastwood?
Directed by John Sturges. with John
Saron and Robert Duvall, Color. SS
minutes.
Lost Hori:on (Friday. in 100 Nutting. &
9:30, S.501. If you were fortunate enough to
have missed its disastrous recent remake,
you can still appreciate this classic 193"
film of Janie% Hilton's famous novel' about
that hidden place known as Shangri-La. the
realiration of everyone's impossible dream
of a world that's at peace w ith itself.
Directed by Frank Capra. Ronald
Colman. .lane Wyatt. and Sam Jaffe. 11$
minutes. Winner of two AcademY Awards
I he three films this week only strike out
once. but w hat's ahead is, to put it mildly .
smashing. What ss ith If... and The
Godhither on one V% eekend, followed bY the
college premiere of Ids/ Tango in Purrs the
next week. with Dirty Hurry. and The Lust
Pr. i Shms closing the spring season of
UM() mov ies, tlic old Cliche " I he best is
vet to come- is more apt than es ti-.
31111111111111111111MMIlr '- 11•11r.
Republican gubernatorial candidate
James Erwin yesterday voiced his support
of UMO President Howard Neville's stand
on how surplus funds generated by the
impending student tuition increase should
be distributed. Neville wants the bulk of
the monies to remain at UMO. while
Chancellor Donald McNeil wishes to spend
at least two thirds of it elseN‘ hcre.
"Campuses should keep the money they
generate," Erwin said.
The former Maine Antall.
gave qualified support to 75,
to make UMO expert in the study of marine
and forest resources.
"This direction makes sense to me.- the
Dartmouth graduate said. adding. "I just
hope they. don't become too ext. lusiye in
these areas. I'd hate to see them
short-change those seeking a liberal arts
education.•'
ocral also
!le's desire
Although the educational plank in the
19-4 Republican party platform promises
increased financial support to Maine
students attending pri‘ ate colleges and
vocational schools only. Erwin said, in light
of rising student costs at UN10. the state
should give financial assistance to those
lower income students attending the
university.
"I believe the state should help those
Youngsters in need to attend the school of
their choice, he it public or priYate.•• he
said, indicating that he thinks admission
standards should be higher.
This support. however, should not be
offered to eyeryone. Erw in said. Such
assistance should he pegged to the income
of the parents of the student, he said.
'The state should do a better job in
telling those who do borrow that the money
I
I11,..--,7"="1
. %Pr IL IN MP U 311,
t411011RION'S
MAiN RD MILFORD TEL b21417%
Saturday-Sunday
Mal I Si 5. 9AM-8PM
DOOR PRIZES
FREE REFRESHMENTS
EARLY SPRING SPECIALS
EVINRUDE MOTORS
YOUR FAVORITE BRANDS
LI
Pleasure boats Canoes
Fishing Boats•Sailboats
Paddle Boats' Boat Trailers
Motor Bikes' Peddle Bikes
Early Spring Special Motor Bikes $330 00
$380 00
$49900 
Sailboats as Low as $199 00 
Chain Saws.Lawn &Garden Equipment.
is a loan and must be repaid after
graduation." the former York County State
senator stated, referring to the poor record
college graduates have compiled in
repaying state loans.
Erwin said he would be hesitant as
governor to give state aid to ,eterans
having trouble meeting education ,Aist.
with federal veterans benefits lie is
quick to point to the Republic ,n
calling erfor a seteran•s home in the state
how 
.
Erwin maintained a hard line regarding
amnesty. He declared there was • 'no w ay • •
he would support granting amnesty to
persons w ho as oided the draft by leasing
the country during the N'iet Nam war years.
He said the laws governing conscientious
objectors clearly explain the proper aYenue
to take concerning an individual's
prefereme not to set-Ye.
Although he failed to point an accusing
finger at anyone. Ens in said his 19-2
ruling as Attorney General not to allow
UMO students to vote as Orono residents
stemmed front a mistake.
"It wasn't my mistake." he said. "On
the Friday before the election. someone
gate the false impression that anyone
attending PAO could vote as an Orono
resident." he explained, adding that
existing law said non-residents had the
right to tote for President and
Vice-President only .
Explaining his opinion was put ely
advisors. Env in stated that local toter
registrars have the last word in who meets
residency requirements.
"All otherstin-state students who attend
UMOI can tote in their hometowns. unless
they can cons ince the local registrar the
are bonafide residents." he said.
PESARO'S
1 54 Park Street
Pesaro's has made pizza
even more nutritious
ask for a
u hole wheat
pizza
the next time
you order
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Golfers capture first NO YanCon title since 1961
H3% ing appeared on a golf course only
four times previously this season, hating
no home course and hat ing to practice
indoors because of snow . the UMO golfers
nevertheless became the first athletic team
at Orono to in a Yankee Conference title
outright since 1967.
The Bears scored at total of 469 using the
scores of their top six golfers to finish well
ahead of defending champion Massachu-
setts which posted a score of 481.
Maine's entire practice season had been
limited to hitting balls in the fieldhouse
and practice field. Then the Bears with
only two outdoor practice sessions posted a
3-2 regular season record. All the other
schools in the Yankee Conference with the
exception of Vermont, hate been outside
playing regular courses since March. Also,
several of them took southern trips to
prepare for the season.
Even more surpnsmg than the victory
was the margin of the in and Maine's
complete dominance of the event. The
Bears placed six men in the top 12 in a field
of 42 golfers. They were led by Co-captain
Mark Plummer. the 1973 Maine Amateur
champion and U.S. Open sectional
qualifier. sho shot a 76 on the par 72
course.
Medalist for the championships was
Connecticut's Ket in McGary ho shot a
"4.
Maine's other golfers were right behind
Plummer. Co-captain Jim Karalekas shot a
77 to finish tied for third in the
competition. Jim Driscoll shot -8: Bill
Butterfield posted a N as did Chris
Emmons while John Kimball finished with
an 80.
UMO's seventh man was Peter Baldaeci
who shot a 91. His score was not in the
team standing as only the top six score
were counted.
With one title behind them the Bears will
be looking for another in the New England
Championships scheduled for May 3-4 at
Manchester. New Hampshire w ith more
than 40 schools competing.
Bears sweep doubleheader with Hass 10-1, 1-6
A solo homerun by Ed Flahent. in The
bottom of the ninth inning gate the
University of Maine of "'-6 win and a sweep
of a Yankee Conference doubleheader
against the UMass Minutemen.
The Bears won the first game 10-1
behind the excellent pitching of sophomore
Bert Roberge. Maine now holds a 9-2
oterall season's record and they are 4-1 in
the Yankee Conference. UMass stands at
4-8 ()serail and 0-4 in the conference.
In the second game the Minutemen had
tied the score at 6-6 in the top of the ninth
on hits by Ron. Beaurivage and Jon Seed
and a double by John Hal.y
But in the bottom half of the inning with
two out and the count at 2-2 Flaherty lofted
a pitch over the right center field fence 350
feet away to give Maine the victory.
UMass posted three runs in the third on
a walk, a homerun by Mike Koperanik and
singles by Beaurivage and Seed. A run was
added in the fifth on a homer by
Beaurivage.
Maine picked up four runs in the sixth on
doubles by Dave Stetson and John
Dumont. singles by Doug Lentz and Tony
DiBiase ands a wall,.
RESUMES
*3.50 PER 100
Typing Service Available
8:30 - 5:00
Tel. 942-6789
TOM BENSON
INSTANT
PRINTING
54 CeiliaililliLs•BaniPur
Successive singles by Seed. Rick
Manson and John Healy gave UMass a run
in the seventh but Maine came back for two
%hen Lentz was hit bt- a pitch and Stetson
homered.
The win in the second 'game went to
relieser Gary Smith.
In the opener Maine collected two runs
in the first inning on hits by Paul Cairnie.
Gary Smith and Doug Lentz, a sacrifice,
wild pitch and fly ball.
The Bears scored five more runs in fifth
on singles by Jack Leggett. Smith, Stetson
and DiBiase and doubles by .Durnont and
Gene Toloczko.
Another three runs were registered in
the sixth on hits bt Stetson. Dumont and
Toloczko.
UMass spoiled a shutout bid by Bert
Roberge. who with the win improved his
record to 4-0. on hits by Koperanki and
Seed.
The Bears will be on the road for the rest
of the week with a same today at Colby.
Thursday at Bates and a big weekend
series at Ness Hampshire.
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UMO pitcher Bert Roberge slaps
the tag on a UMass player at the
plate. Roberge pitched an
excellent game in the opener of
Sunday's doubleheader as Maine
won 10-1. Maine also won the
second game 7-6.
"LITTLE BIG-MAN"
WEDNESDAY—MAN 1
THURSDAY—MAY 2
6:10 8:30 10:30
LITTLE liALL
ADMISSION $1.00
•
•
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Trackmen defeat Vermont;
Turner, Leathe set records
New University records by Curt Turner
in the Javelin and Steve Leathe in the High
Jump paced the UMO track team to an
85-69 victory over the University of
Vermont.
Sophomore Curt Turner set a new meet
and University outdoor record in the
JaYelin with a throw of 20811". And Steve
Leathe set a new University standard in the
High Jump with a leap of 6'6".
Vermont's Craig Iverson set a new meet
and field record in the Pole Vault clearing
13'11".
Among the repeat winners were Mike
BiIs/a of Vermont who took the discuss.
hammer and shot put and setting a new
meet record in the discuss with a throw of
Bill Locker of Vermont won both
the long jump and triple jump: and Bob
Van Peursam of Maine W on the 220. 440
•
UMO Javelin thrower Curt
Turner set a university of Maine
record Saturday with a winning
toss of 208 feet 11 inches. The
and anchored the winning mile relay team.
The clinching event for the Bears during
the meet was Gerry Laflamme's victory in
the two-mile. Laflamme breezed home an
easy winner with a meet record time of
9:30.
In the mile junior Doug Keeling won by
outkicking his nearest competitor in the
last 100 yards. After a slow start Keeling
turned in a 60 second last quarter to set a
new meet record of 4:20.
With Saturday's victory the Bears now
have a record of 2-0 in the Yankee
Conference.
Maine's next meet is the Maine
Intercollegiate Athletic Association Cham-
pionships (State Meet) this Saturday at
Bow doin. The defending champion Bears
arc favor-,<! to win with toughest
competition coming from perenial rival
Bates and Bowdoin.
Bears defeated Vermont 85-69
and remain 2-0 in Yankee
Conference track competition.
Gross photo
Ruggers shutout Colby 32-0
the Colt) Rugby Club found thernsckes
hopelessly outclassed as the 'A' team of
the UMO Rugby Club trounced the Mules
32-0 at UMO Saturday. This year marks the
first time Colby has fielded a Rugby team.
Leading scorers for Maine were Rick
Phipps. with two iris and Kevin Foley who
booted in three conversions and a penalty
kick. Player coach Bill King, who also
scored a conversion, suffered two broken
ribs and will be out of action for the
remainder of the season.
Maine's 'B' team did nearly as well
against its Colby counterpart. shutting out
the mules 24-0. The inexperienced Colby
club found itself out matched in nearly
every phase of the game as nearly
—scrum" was controlled by the Bears.
Dave Thompson and John Rogers. both
playing the prop position, did an
outstandlng job defensively for Maine.
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Track Summary
Discuss: Bilsia(Vt). Hamlin(M).
loly(M) Distance-145'8' (Meet Record).
Javelin: Turner( M). Pelletier( M).
Boutetl MI Distance-208'11 " (New Meet
and University Record)
Long Jump: Looker(Vt). Lammi(M).
Ford(M) Distance-22'
Pole Vault: Iverson(Vt), Gilbert(Vt).
Morris( MI Height-13' I I" (New Field
Record)
Hammer: Bilsza( Vt ). Beaulieu( M ).
Funtow(Vt) Distance 142'3/4"
Triple Jump: Looker(Vt). Lammi(M).
Cowles(M) Distance-45'2" (Meet Record)
High Jump: Leathe( MI. Lindgren(Vt),
Lynch(Vt) Height-6'6" (New University
Record)
440 Relay: Vermont Time-44.0
Mile: Keeling(M). Berry(Vt), Mil-
ligan(Vt) Time-4:20 (New Meet Record)
Shot Put: Bilstai Vt I. Elmendorf( M)
Hamliml MI Distance-4711"
High Hurdles: Collette(M). Bird(Vt).
White(M) Time-I5.7 (New Meet Record)
440: Van Peursem(M). Berk(Vt).
Schiable(M) Time-50.2 (New Meet Record)
100: Horne(M). Looker(Vt), King(M)
10.3
100: Horne(M). Looker(Vt). King(M)
Time-I0.3
800: ClarkiVt). Cary(M). Ellis(M)
Time-1:58.7
Intermediate Hurdles: Deppe(M),
Daly(M). Bird(Vt) Time-56.8 seconds.
220: Van Peursem(M). Looker(Vt)
Berk(Vt) Time-56.8 (New Meet Record)
Two Mile: Laflamme(M). Milligan(Vt)
Campbell(M) Time-9:30 (New Meet Record
Mile Relay: Maine(Elliot. Pulkinen
Wise. Van Peursem) Time-3:31.'
KELLEY PONTIAC
MAINES NUMBER ONE PONTIAC DEALER SAYS..
STUDENTS, WE'LL MAKE YOU AN
OFFER 101 CAN'T REFUSE!
WE HAVE MANY FIN1NCIAL PLANS YOU CAN AFFORD
YOUR CHOICE OF
ANY 1974 PONTIAC IN STOCK
VENTURAS
LeMANS
CATALINAS
00 FIREBIRDSGRAND PRIX
GRAND VILLE
OVER COST
THAT'S RIGHT ONLY $1 OVER COST
+ PLUS FREIGHT+DEALER PREP.
120 TO CHOSE FROM
KELLEY PONTIAC
699 Broadway Tel 945-9448 Bangor
•\lore than 50 runners jogged the last 200 yards of the statewide
'Run for U.S.' (United Seniors) Friday evening shortly after 9 p.m.
to light a torch on the steps of Fogler Library.
A crowd of about 400 people gathered as the torchlight parade
made its way down the mall on the last leg of the 400-mile
run-a-thon which earned more than $10,000 in pledges.
Ten Maine colleges sponsored runners numbering more than
500 in the Greek Weekend event held to raise funding for a
statewide senior citizens minibus transportation system. The
run-a-thon was sponsored by fraternities and sororities
throughout Maine and was coordinated by Walt Whitcomb.
former UMO fraternity board chairperson.
Whitcomb was aided by Steve Elliot of Delta Tau Delta, Margie
Ross of Alpha Omicron Phi, and Karen Merrithew of Alpha Chi
Omega.
The photograph below is a time exposure shot from the Fogler
Library flag balcony by Dave Theoharides as the torch bearers
converged to ignite the torch on the library steps.
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